
HURLEY 2nd v Chalfont St. Giles 2nd  Date: 5th May 
 
Played at Chalfont St. Giles 
 
Innings of Chalfont St. Giles 2nd 
 
R. Patel c. M. Walton b. Riaz 0 

N. Zala-Webb c. Nye b. Brown 12 

F. Turner Run Out (Nye) 17 

K. Brahmbhatt Run Out (Nye) 18 

R. Ballard c. Taylor b. Pollitt 7 

C. Lane c. Brown b. Riaz 16 

A. Heaney c. Ali b. Pollitt 6 

L. Cross c. Ali b. Pollitt 6 

A. Constable  b. Riaz 7 

C. Gorton  b. Pollitt 0 

C. Ayres Not Out  1 

  Extras 23 

  Total 113 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

S. Riaz 11.1 2 23 3 

R. Brown 6 0 32 1 

D. Pollitt 11 5 26 4 

P. Hunjan 6 0 24 0 



Innings of Hurley 2nd 
 
M. Walton c. Patel b. Cross 2 

P. Hunjan  b. Cross 0 

D. Nye Not Out  90 

S. Taylor Not Out  25 

Y. Ali )   

C. Williams )   

S. Riaz )   

B. Lederman ) – DNB   

R. Brown )   

D. Pollitt )   

D. Walton )   

  Extras 1 

  Total 118 

  For 2 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

C. Ayres 12 5 40 0 

L. Cross 10.5 4 28 2 

A. Heaney 4 0 26 0 

A. Constable 3 0 15 0 

R. Patel 2 0 8 0 

 

Result:  Hurley 2nd won by 8 wickets 
 
After last weekend’s false start the Morrant Chilterns League season finally got 
under way on Saturday. Although several matches again fell victim to the weather, 
Hurley 2nds travelled to Chalfont St. Giles to find a very green and damp but 
playable surface. The toss was always going to be crucial and Mike Walton was 
relieved to see the coin land with Her Majesty’s head uppermost and predictably 
asked the hosts to bat first. The first over from Shobab Riaz set the tone, with some 
unplayable deliveries interspersed with a couple of wild ones. After two overs twelve 
runs were on the board before the first success for the Hurley bowlers, with Riaz 
finding the edge of Patel’s bat as the ball fizzed through to the keeper at head 
height. Nick Zala-Webb (12) and Frank Turner (17) kept the score board ticking over 
at a healthy rate, punishing Ross Brown’s erratic length, favouring the cut shot to 
anything short. Dean Nye produced the first of three excellent fielding performances 
to take a high catch off Brown in the covers to dismiss Zala-Webb before a 
calamitous piece of running saw Nye’s accurate throw to the keeper send Turner on 
his way. At 50 for 3, Hurley’s tormentor of last season, Richy Ballard entered the fray 
and threatened to cut loose hitting Dave Pollitt down the ground for six, however 
Pollitt had his revenge when Ballard, trying to cut the next delivery, was undone by 
the extra bounce edging to the safe hands of Steve Taylor at second slip. A direct hit 
from Nye, found Brahmbhatt a couple of inches short and another wicket for Pollitt 



reduced the hosts to 101 for 6 at the drinks interval. This proved to be the turning 
point of the innings with three wickets falling for as many runs in the first four overs 
after the break. The over use of the cut shot proved to be the downfall of Chalfont 
with Yasir Ali taking two catches off Pollitt (4-26) at backward point and the young 
Charlie Lane (16) undoing all his hard work with an unconvincing slap to Ross Brown 
off Riaz. Cedric Ayres (1*) and Constable (7) managed to add a further nine runs to 
take Chalfont to 113 all out, with a Riaz (3-23) full toss ripping Constable’s middle 
stump out to finish the innings in the 35th over. 
 
With 65 overs to bat, the Hurley opening pair started cautiously. The first three overs 
passed without alarm but nothing to show on the scoreboard. Cross (2-28) made the 
breakthrough in the fourth over, Hunjan missing a straight delivery trying to force 
the ball away. Nye joined Mike Walton in the middle and the scoreboard finally got 
moving and had reached 21 in the fourteenth over before Walton chased a wide 
delivery and chipped it to Patel in the gully. This was to be the last positive for 
Chalfont as Nye (90*) and Taylor (25*) saw their side home inside 32 overs. 


